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Nine Can't-Miss New Hotels in Portugal

Christopher Wise

The Alentejo is gaining more standing in the wine world with its earthy red blends, and Isabel Rebelo and her husband,
Paulo Barradas, recently began serving their rst bottles at this 14th-century estate turned hotel and winery. The blazing-
white manor house is ringed by long ranch-style buildings that house the 19 antiques- lled guest rooms. Portuguese
decorator Rosarinho Gabriel gave each a different theme: the Loft Rural rooms, with their neutral palette, are our favorite.
As a testament to the couple’s success, locals from the nearby village of Vaiamonte are coming to the restaurant, Basilii, to
try hearty Iberian pork cheeks and slivers of marbled steak. Whatever you order, don’t miss tasting the couple’s full-bodied
red.

by Richard Alleman

Portugal often gets overlooked by travelers in favor of France, Italy, and Spain. But in recent years, several

Lisboans and European expats have quietly opened small, design-centric properties that are drawing in-the-

know visitors and establishing the country as the next great stylish getaway.

Along the cliff-studded coast of the Algarve and on the sun-drenched plains of the Alentejo, these

architecturally dazzling hotels stand out boldly from the wild, rural landscape, yet feel entirely rooted in the

local culture.

The owners of Villa Extramuros, for instance, enlisted a Lisbon-based architect to design a modern white cubic

structure that blends beautifully into the wildflower- and olive-tree-covered hills of the Alentejo.

The area has not escaped the attention of some big-name international figures: Philippe Starck reportedly

bought a house in Herdade da Comporta, a chic seaside enclave in the Alentejo, and Aman Resorts has been

http://www.torredepalma.com/
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scouting locations in the area.

Despite such developments, this corner of Portugal remains primarily an insiders’ refuge—quiet, inexpensive,

and thoroughly unpretentious.


